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Fizzle Hat
12" 
SKU:: 
CY0001206012

Weight: medium top / very thin bottom
Volume: soft to medium
Stick Sound: short, delicate
Intensity: dry
Sustain: short
Chick Sound: soft, fuzzy

Sound Character:: 
Dark, warm, soft. Wide range, fairly complex mix. Soft, giving feel, extremely responsive.
Papery, hissing open sound. Very chunky, meaty chick sound. Very well suited for
articulated playing. Emulates heavily gated, sampled hi-hat sound very well.

Paper Splash Hat
12" 
SKU:: 
CY0001206312

Weight: thin top / medium heavy bottom
Volume: soft to medium
Stick Sound: short, delicate
Intensity: fairly dry
Sustain: short
Chick Sound: soft, chunky

Sound Character:: 
Dark, papery, trashy, soft. Wide range, fairly complex mix. Soft, giving feel, extremely
responsive. Papery, fuzzy, crisp, splashy, very controllable open closed sound. Delicate,
chunky, chick sound. Very well suited for articulated playing.

Dark Buzz China
11/18" 
SKU:: 
CY0001205018

Weight: thin splash / medium thin china
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: short, fuzzy
Intensity: dry
Sustain: short

Sound Character:: 
Dark, crunchy, explosive. Narrow, compact range, very complex mix. Medium feel, very
responsive. Extremely dark and bone dry. Short, exotic, crunchy crash function,
extremely spreading, buzzing and woody ride function. Individual cymbals function very
well as dark, complex, trashy splash and china cymbals.
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Tripple Raw Smash
12/14/14" 
SKU:: 
CY0001205314

Weight: very thin top / medium middle / very thin bottom
Volume: soft to loud
Stick Sound: short, pronounced
Intensity: medium dry
Sustain: short
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Dark, full, raw, metallic. Narrow range, compact, layered mix. Soft, giving feel, very
responsive. Depending on the amount of tightening, this combination offers everything
from a dark, wet, shattering crash function, to a woody, dry, strange, ride like function
(middle cymbal), to a papery, dark, gated short hi-hat like function. Extremely versatile.

Trash Set
12/16" 14/18" 
SKU:: 
CY0001207016, CY0001207018

Weight: medium top / medium thin bottom
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: short, pronounced
Intensity: dry
Sustain: medium short
Bell Character: short, full, trashy

Sound Character:: 
Bright, raw, full, energetic. Fairly narrow range, very complex, trashy mix. Soft, giving,
extremely responsive feel. Explosive, swelling, raw, attack with fairly quick descending
fading crash sound. Dry, trashy, very controllable stick sound. Individually, top cymbal
features quick, explosive, dry crash, bottom cymbal features a long, china-like, trashy
crash. Great multi-purpose set.
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